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In my Thesis I propose to study the Cerandc
Murals at its beginning and at the present Aie.
Since it is a very wide and long topic to be handled
by one ^erson within a limited time, I snail confine
myself to the first attempts of Iwaniftnd in the making
of L'urals in clay in Prehistoric times, in Mesopota
mia and murals that are done very recently , mainly
in the United States.
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For many thousands of years our knowledge of
mankind has been derived from the surviving works of
Art executed in numerous methods, manners, and materials,
before and since the invention of writing. Whatever the
materials, methods and manners are, the works of Art are
the products of an instinctive force and aesthetic im
pulse of individuals. The essential nature of Art lies
in the artist's capacity to create a synthetic and
self-
contained world, compounded of practical needs and desires
of dreams and imagination, in order to represent his
experience, knowledge and perception of some aspect of
universal truth.
However, we must bear in mind that although Art is
a solitary activity, an artist is a part of society. He
is influenced by economic, religious and philosophical
conceptions of his society. No individual can arrive at
the threshold of his potentialities without a culture in
vhich he participates, and no civilization has in it any
element which in the last anaysis is not the contribution
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of an individual. This delicate relationship between
the artist and the society weaves the patterns of cultures,
upon which my studies of Ceramic murals will be based.
Ceramic mure Is, which are a form of Art in themselves,
will serve as a means for my deepest aspiration: a deeper
understanding of Mankind.
DEFINITION OF A MURAL
Before entering into a minute study, it is necessary
to clarify the prelimanary question about the heading.
What do we mean by Ceramic murals?
A mural, in its most simple definition, is a treat
ment of a wall either executed on or affixed to it. This
treatment of a wall can be carried by infinite materials
and methods for practical or aesthetic reasons. A wall is
an upright work done with building materials to enclose
or divide a space, or to support a building. Its upright
plain, blank surface has been a provocation for ManKind.
In order to make it alive, man has attempted to break
that blank surface by adding a human touch.
Since my topic Is Ceramic Murals, I shall confine
myself to the treatment of the walls done only in clay.
These treatments can be carried out by moulding, carving,
sculpting, by cutting and attaching or by applying color
ants and glazes on or in the clay.
THE FIRST ATTEMPTS OF MANKIND IN MAKING MURALS
The first discovery of the cave-paintings in 1880,
in Spain, and the other following discoveries have thrown
a very valuable light upon the beginnings of Art.
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The highly developed aesthtic qualities of these
paintings caused trouble to anthropologists and to sociolo
gists, and aroused the interest of the society as well.
Man, having a deep curiousity and desire to Know himself
began to ask questions about the reasons that caused the
cavemen to make these paintings. The questions are few
but the answers are many in the attempt to solve them.
According to the studies and observations of famous
anthropologists, sociologists and psychologists, cave
paintings came into reality:
a) for practical reasons
b) for religious reasons
c) for 'fear of a
vacuum'
d) for aesthtic impulde
Whatever the answers are, it has been agreed that
Art has been one of the primary activities of human
beings. There are two factors in every artistic situation:
the will of an individual and the requirements of a com
munity.
With this in mind, we shall begin #to stud;/ the
primitive man and his society to see how much truth lies
in the above observations, and try to understand the
factors that drew Mankind into the field of Art.
Primitive Art, which is a very vast, long subject,
<
covering many areas, will be dealt with very precisely.
It '/ill cover only the attempts made by the primitive
man who lived in the Franco-Cantabria area, tnat is in
France and Spain, during the Upper Paleolithic period,
between 30,000 - 10,000 B.C.
These primitive people are called Cro-Magnon, who
derived their names from the Cro-Magnon cave in Dordogne,
France, where typical remains of them were discovered.
They were tall, broad-shouldered people, with high
fore-
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heads and well developed chins. Their clothes were made
of animal skins sewn together. They knew how to make
fire is affirmed from the ovine -ce of the enourmous
hearths that were found. They were hunters and their
religion was magical. Because of their religion and
fear of animals, they formed communities.
T-io.v did the paintings come into reality?
This .^estion can be enlightened partially by
observing the development of the artistic faculty of
child#ren.
"
As soon as a child is able to hold a pencil
and paper, he will merely make strokes and scrathes in
the beginning, then lines and circles will follow. Gra
dually through the maze of lines a child will recognize
representations of objects or people, .-i similar develop
ment in the art of prehistoric man can he traced in the
same
manner"!
At the caves of Gargas and Altamira tracings
and circles made by the fingers of primitive man have
been found, on the clayey surfaces of the caves, ..nong
1. Herbert Read Art And Society P. 12-13
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these disorderly lines one can see the resemblances of
animal heals. Once primitive man saw the resemblance of
images which occupied his mind, he be^an to improve his
scrathes until lie reached an exact representation of
his mental impression.
*ilso formations and markings on the surface o of
rocks might have suggested animals to the primitive,
man and might have facimitated the b^inn.nig in rendering
these images. Many animal drawings have been found around
these jutting3 or projections on the rocks which also
gave a plastic relief to the drawings beside facilitating
the job of drawing. In this way, primitive man, through
the mass of lines and mediocre drawings, worked his "way
to the climax in rendering paintings of animals with
highly aesthtic qualities, as can be seen in the caves of
Lascaux and Altamira.




of Art has other
evidences from the above stated ones, given by anthropo
logists on their observations of primitive societies
living at the present age. These observations seem logical
and true, but since men are dealing with a period of
20,000 years ago, it is difficult to say that this is ,
the only truth, more excavations and more studies may
reve-1 to us other truths than the above.
Since it seems most lo0ical, we shdfll assume that
the origin of Art came into reality by chance. Now anot
her .iiestion arises in our minds: What were the reasons
that made the primitive man keep on going in the practice
of Art? Although it has been stated that aesthetic im
pulse is a constant activity and characteristic of Man
kind, these reasons alone are not sufficient. There must
be other reasons.
Primitive man, like the present age man, had a
curiousity about the manifestations of Nature, reality
and unreality and about Life and Death. We shall now
study to how primitive man thought and what were his
notions about Life. Primitive man, having an intellect
which nad not been mature and developed as the present
age man, was incapable of separating the reality from
the unreality. The world for him was dark, cruel, and
secret. Being incapable of understanding the manifesta
tions of Nature, he believed in supernatural spirits.
For him every reality, every influence was mystic and
and consequently every perception too. He, being
primarily a hunter, depended for his food on animals.
But he was not merely pre-occupied and brightened by
the the animal itself, but also frightened by the un
seen soul of the animal. So his fear, his belief, and
his pursuit of animals for his food impreinted a vivid
image of animals in his brain. Through this strong
image he moulded and painted animals in the dark corners
of the caves, mainly to have a magical power. He put
holes or drew darts on these paintings by which he wanted
to destroy the soul of the animal before it was bodily
Killed.
However, his fear, his practical reasons and his
religion were still not sufficient answers to those
paintings . nd mouldings which had high aesthetic quali
ties. It can be only solved by adding that primitive man
had a desire to paint effeciently. It was even suggested
anthropologists that a school of painting existed in
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primitive societies, otherwise it is hard to believe
that those paintings came into reality oxter trial and
error. Also '-/hen we compare the paintings in Franco-
Cantabrian with the ones belonging to other areas we
are amazed at the high qualities that those paintings
carry. Although the possibility of those schools have
not been verified yet, it is true to say that the
primitive man of Cantabrian area had a capacity of
sensing'
the aesthtic values of ^.rt.
Through his ability to draw, primitive artists
had ac quired the highest rank and prestige given to a
magician. Ee was honored and respected by nis society.
Even one anthropologist had written that " when a man
"was born with a twisted umbilicalcord around his throat
he -was considered to be a future artist in his
society" ^
That shows the importance of an artist in primitive
societies with a touch of mysticism in the bacKground.
These were the few among many relationships between the
artist and his society in prehistoric times, which shows
us the importance of the artists at that time.
2. Herbert Read Art agd Society P. 15
The primitive Art, on the whole, is organic, vital
and sensous. The representations of animals are most of
the time in motion. First it was linear stylisations of
animals drawn with fingers on the clayey surfaces or
with sharp stones on the harder surfaces of the rocks.
Then he moulded the clay on the surf'acea of the
cave-
w-.-lls to render the forms of the animals, tnen, with the
use of colors, of dark ana light shades, he gave a more
realistic aspect to his representations.
The study on the Beginning of Art which goes back
to the prehistoric times has given us very illuminating
points for our subject. We have discovered once more
that Clay has been one of the primary materials, if not
the first, in rendering works of Art, because of its
plasticity and easiness in finding it everywhere. Second
ly, we also discovered that the primitive man, by using
the surfaces of the walls in caves for representations
of animals, he had planted the seeds of the Mural Art,
Although he may not have realized it.
Unfortunately, the animal forms done in clay on the
IS
walls, did not survive up to our Age, because of its
weak character and easy breakage if not fired. However,
I would iiKe to show and mention some of them which
survived aginst weather and destruction.
Picture 1
This picture shows a maze of lines and a bull's
head done in the clayey surface of a cave wall in
Altamira, Spain. It visiualizes the story how the
primitive man ran his fingers haphazardly on the clay
till he came to a close resemblance of an animal's
head and realizing what had occured, he continued to
improve it till he made a final resemblance of a bull's
head.
Picture 2
It shows an improved stage of Art of the primitive
man in rendering representations of animals. It is a




It shows how primitive man by
carving-
the outlines
of the animal design began grasping the idea of sculpture.




Shows us that by piercing holes in to the boay of
an animal, primitive man tried to ac Aiire power by magic
before capturing that animal. It is a horse traced in
clay on a cave-wall at Montespan, France.
Although the samples of animal representations
done in clay on the cave-walls are few, they are sufficient
enough to give an idea of the primitive art and also









DAWN OF THE MURAL ART
Now, we have passed into a civilization, Meso
potamia, in which we shall study the conscious indul





between the Rivers "; culturally, it covers a much
wider area. It overlaps both sides of the great
waterways, the Euphrates and the Tigres, which both
spring from East Minor Asia and flow down into the
Persian Gulf. It covers a vast plain, some 600 miles
in length, extending from the mountains of Armenia on
the North, to the Persian Gulf on the South, and
extending westwards to the Syro-Arabian desert. To
the East it is bounded by the Iranian highlands.
This rich, exceptionally fertile, soil has
enjoyed an abundance of sunlight and water even at
the beginning of the history. So it was an ideal
region of the world to be occupied at a very early
date. Because of its rich soil, it forms the part
3
of the so called
" The Fertile Crescent", a given
3 Edward Mc Nail Burns
" Western Civilizations" p. 28
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name to that wide belt of productive land wnicn
begins from the Persian Gulf, going upwards and
following the Mediterreanean, enters into the land
of Egypt.
t'y entering into the Mesopotamian civilization,
we also enter into a new period of Mannind. The
Paleolithic -period ends and gives its way to Neo
lithic period. That is to say, with the emergence
of the Agrarian Empires Man enters into history, and
becomes a cultivator, leaving the phase of being a
hunter. He begins to make dwellings, cultivates the
land and domesticates the animals. The reason of this
change in the History of Man is due to the climatic
Changes primarily, when animals such as : reindeer,
bison, bulls and mammouth began migrating to the North
left man to search for other means to find his food.
And this period which is called Neolithic, comes into




The pioneers in the development of the Mesopo-
tamian civilization were people known as the Sumerians,
who settled in the lower area of Mesopotamia between
5,000 and 4,00 B.C. Their precise origin is unknown
but they seem to have come from Central Asia. They
spoke a language unrelated to any now Known, although
tueir culture bore a certain resemblance to the
earliest civilization of India.
^
Mesopotamia^ civili
zation owes its character to the Sumerians. The
successive nations that ruled on this land were the
Akkadians, Babylonians, Kassites, Assyrians, and the
Chaldeans; they added or enlarged it, but, nevertheless,
it was the same character.
POLITICAL STATE
The Mesopotamians were mainly warriors due to the
richness of their soil: they were in constant danger
from the hostile nations. So they themselves acquired
a greed for territory, as -well as a fear of losing
what they had already gained. They lived in a loose
confederation of city-states, united only for military
4 Ibid. P. 65
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purposes. Each state was ruled by a Patesi. a chief
priest wno had a command of., the military as well as
other social functions. Not until 2100 B.C. were the
Mesopotamian people united under one single authority.
The territory of Mesopotamia reached its largest state
in the period of the Assyrians, ( 13Qp
- 612 B.C.).
It extended as far as the Persian Gulf and to Elam in
the Last, to the Mediterranean in the West, to the
Armenian fountains in the North and to the Arabian
Desert and Egypt in the South.
SOCIAL STATE
Most of the land was divided into large estates
h^.sl by the rulers, the priests, and the army officers.
The average rural citizen was either a tenant farmer or
a serf. So the Mesopotamian people came to be excellent
farmers producing crops of cereal grains and fruits.
Commerce was the second most important source of the
nation's wealth. They exchanged metal and timber from
North western regions for the agricultural products of
the South. Because of its commerce, all the processes
of Business were highly developed. Bills, receipts and
anotes and letters of credits were regularly used.
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They were mostly written on clay tablets and then fired
for enuurance. Bars or ingots of gold and silver were
used as means of money.
-^TTLIGION
The Mesopotamians believed in may Gods and ascribed
human forms and attributes to their Deities. The impor
tance of the Gods changed from one nation to another
even among the cities. However the most popular Gods
-
had remained the same, they -were :
Shamash the sun God
Eniil Lord of Rain and wind
Emci God of wisdom "/ho invented handcrafts
Nebu Lord of vegetation
Ishtar Goddess of the female principle and of Love
Marduk God of Creation
Ninkhursag God of childbirth
The Mesopotamians regarded tneir sods and Goddesses
as capable of doing evil as well as good. Their religion
was exclusively for this world: it offered no hope for
a life to come. They thought that trie ghost of tne dead
lingered for a time and then disappeared. No one looked
forward to an eternal existence-, therefore, they did not
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care for the bodies of the dead, or leave many articles,
beside the dead. Their Gods were not spiritual, but
creatures in human form with human weaknesses and passions.
There was no spirituality in their religion, like the
uplifting of the soul. The only benefit they had from
the Gods was in the form of material gain. Their religion
did not carry any standards of morality, and did not put
heavy conventions upon people. When the Gods were angry,
it 'was considered to be either a lack of respect or
enough offerings donated to them. Their worshipping
places were the ziggurats, which were in a ladder form
rising up to the sky, in order to facilitate the descent
of the Gods to the Earth. They were done in bricKs.
In the Book of Genesis ( XI- lb) they were referred to
as the " House of the foundation of Earth and
Heaven"
The rites for the Gods were in the form of magic,
consisting of sacrificies, mainly of animals.
The Mesopotanians, who had invented the cone mosaic
at the time of the Sumerians around 3,000 B.C. and the
the use of glazed or modeled1, contributed greatly to the
Mural Art. Beside mural art ( -'nich will be dealt with
-> ) -.
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more precisely later on ) they excelled in metal worK,
gem carving, sculpture and architecture. For mural art
sculpture, and architecture clay was the primary
material because of the richness of the land in alluvial
mud and a lack of wood and stone. However, at the time
of the Assyrians sculpting in stone was done.
At the beginning, the theme of Art was mostly of
a Sacred nature rather than of Beauty. The first sculp
tures were rendered in a way of Fantasy: they were un
like anything that could be seen on this world, having
a faint resemblance of human bodies with heads of snaKes.
This may be due to their religion, because no
MesopO-
tamian could have prayed to a statue in which he merely
saw an imitation of man. It was in later periods that
sculptures of Gods and Deities had a closer resemblance
of a numan form. FesopOtamian nrt excelled in ar.imal
sculptures. They were as expressive as the cave paintings
or modeled reliefs of animal representations, but the
Mesopotamians had added another element to it, this was
an aesthetic concern and conciousness of design. The
The overall aspect of the Mesopotamian .n-t was prim, due
to their religion and constant engage.rent in wars.
si
In the later periods of the ^esopotaminn civilization,
Hugeness became synonymous with Beauty. Everything was
rendered in profuse and enourmous dimensions, in order
to arouse the admiration for tneir grandeur rather than
try to give an aesthetic pleasure.
IfR'LUENCE OF TRE ."ESOPOTAMIAR CIVILIZATION OR OTHER
RaTI3NS
.v,oi!g many ot their contributions, we can name
some, such as : the seven day ween, division of the
drg/ into twelve-double hours, belief in horoscopes,
twelve signs of the zodiac, the circle of 360 degrees,
arithmetical process of multiplication, tne cuneiform
writing, the law, some aspect of tneir religion, the
use of the arch and the vault. The form of the zig-
gurats, v/hich were devices for facilitating tne descent
of the Gods and also raising the worshipers closer to
the sky, can be considered as the ancestors of the
minarets on the Islamic mosgues.
Their use of cone mosaics in an abstract and
geometric way and their two-dimensional deeorativeness
of clay murals, had become one of tne primary decorative
elements of the Near Eastern architecture. This influence
has passed through the Phoenician, Etruscan, Greek,
Roman, and European cultures to tne mur&x art of the
present age. Each successive nation, though has added
or changed its theme and improved its technology. The
mural art in Mesopotamia had a functional purpose, which
was to protect the mud bricns irom weathering, but at
the same time was rendered in an aesthetic way. Now we
snail pass into a more detailed study of the
Mesopota-
mian clay murals.
MURAL ART IN ElS^SCS . elA
The rich natural source of the land, which was clay,
had moulded the character of its architecture and ,-.rt.
It was an horizontal architecture opposed with tne verti
cal uprisings of the zigt,urats. The main, and perhaps
the only element for the architecture was clay. First it
was used as a coverant on..the straw huts/: and gradually
it took the shape of a brick. Due to the lack of wood
for firing bricks were used only sundried, and later on
fired bricks were used. The cone mosaic which was
invented around 3000 B.C. had a functional purpose.
The idea of the cone mosaic mipht have come as an imi
tation of rugs which people used to prevent the cold
CO
from coming through walls. By
putting-
hundreds of cone
mosaics with red, yellow or black painted heads into
the mud plaster, a kind of protective coat had been
acquired. These cone mosaics with different paints
were put in such a way that a geometric pattern was
acquired which gave a pleasant effect ,to the eyes
besides serving a function. As the technology of the
brick maKing and glazes -was improved, moulded or
glazed bricks came into use instead of cone mosaics,
having the same primary job; protecting the walls. The
tur-ne of those brick murals -/ere mostly forms of Gods,
Goddesses, and animals. The development from L:lain bricks
to glazed and moulded bricks can be divided into 5
periods:
a) The earliest bricks were prepared in wooden rectan
gular moulds which were open at the bottom and the top.
Any soil, preferably one with a greater amount of clay,
"ras nixed "ith chop;ed straw and water, and poured into
the moulds. After a time, these moulds were removes
and thw bricks were left to dry. They were mostly large
and flat with dimensions of 20x30x3-4 cm.
b) Then from 3200 B.C. onwards, bricks became smaller
and were fired in the kilns. However, as it has been
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indicated above, due to the lack of wood for firing,
sun dried bricks were mostly used. The invention of
cone mosaics came into reality around 3000 B.C. They
were long pointed cones which had little 0uttirws
around their long bodies which prevented them from
falling off the walls. They mad plain, fiat heads
wnich were dipped into red, yellow and blacK paints.
They were mostly 7-8 cm. long. Hundreds of these
cones were driven into
./ails, forming a geometric
pattern with their
^ainted heads. ,p.mother ty_. e of
cone mosaic which was used was longer and homiow in
side, in order to give a deeper shadow. This shows
that the Mesopotamians, while using cone mosaic^ for
functional purposes, did not neglect the aesthetic
appearance of them.
c) .n. other interesting development happened in tne
shape and method of layiru, bricks. They were usually
referred to as plano-convex. This share was obtained
by filing the clay amove the tor of the mould and
tnen rounding it off with the harMM. The curved Upper
face of the loaf- shaped form thu^ obtained, was then
indented by prodding with the fingers. These bricks
were laid on edge, in rows leaning sideways against
each other like books on a shelf; successive rows
were arranged to lean in opposite directions, giving
a herring-bone effect, occasionally interrupted by a
few courses maid flat to improve the bond.
d) With the Sumerian revival during 21j'j-1950 B.C.,
building in bricKs reached its zenith. The mud bricks
were interrupted at every fifth
course*
by a deep
layer of reed mattin0 to prevent shrinKage and un
even settlement. Bricn sizes were by now more or less
stsonic raized kilo, baked bricks measuring 30 cm or more
square, and 8 cm. deep.
e) .-mother for:.? of architectural decoration be^an to
be used in the Assyrian period extensively , which was
glazed and modeled bricks. Prelimenary drawings of
these designs were scratched on large panels of clay
which v/ere cut with wire into standard size bricks.
The adhesive was bitumen. The glazed murals with relief
forms were done in the same manner, after the de'si-n
was scratched on the clay, it was modelmed and then the
bricks ./ere fired and glazed se..erately. a peculiar
aspect of some of the murals of the famous Ishtar Gate
ana the walls of Procession Street, that were done in
6. Charles Singer A History of To cm -l:gy
Vol. I P. 465
7. Ibid. R.mS7
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In the final period of tne Chaldeans, was tnat tuey
were carried down beneath the ground in the exact
size and shape that was above ground. Many of the
figures in relief that v/ere underground repeated as
they were above ground, but the colored glaze was
replaced by a protective coat of mud ptLaster. This
could be due to their religious conceptions. ..s it
has been indicated, a form of magic had entered into
the Mesopotomian religion with the Babylonians. By
putting these reliefs under the ground, tney might
have thought of having a more lasting power from the
Gods, in case the walls on the surface of the earth
might be destroyed. This kind of approach in hiding
tne reliefs or paintings might have a relationship
to the same feeling that the caveman had in rendering
their paintings and mouldings: they put their paintings
or mouldings on the far and most secret corners or
walls in tne caves.
The invention of the cone mosaics and the e xcessive
use of the reliefed clay murals by tne MesOpOtamians
influenced the Mural Art of many otner nations. Mural ^rt
Charles Singer A History of Technology
Vol I. P <71
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was then becoming one of the most elementary types
of decoration for architecture. The other nations,
by taking the idea from Mesopotamia, began making
murals in clay according to the materials, religion,
and technology of their time. The cone mosaics and
the reliefed clay bricks gave its place to tiles,
tesserrea mosaics, free forms or plagues in clay,
as the technology of the architecture improved.
A-
.nong many murals done with the use of clay,
in Mesopotamia, few had been aole to survive up to
our me, however with new exCc.vations many others may
be brought to daylight. Among the surviving examples
we shall show some.
Picture 5
Finest examples of cone mosaics were found at the
cities of Uruk, Ur and Lagash. This picture shows the
cone mosaics on the wall at the city of UrdK, 3000 B.C.
Picture 6
Shows cone mosaics on a column at the same building,






with flowing vase, which has a symbolic meaning for
the ^esopotamians: the fertilizer. The vertical wavy
lines on the lower part of the form symbolizes the
water, thus the rivers. The plain vertical bricks
with rounder tops symbolizes the mountains. In this
case the God which had been represented here might
be the Lord of waters and mountains: God Enki.
This wall is at the Temple Karaindash at Uruk, done
Ground 1500. B.C.
Picture 8
Shows unglazed brick mural, representing a
Bull-God and a Goddess with a palm tree, Susa 1200 B.C,
Picture 9
Glazed brick mural, representing a ^ull on the
Ishtar Gate, Babylon, 600 B.C.The background is in




Shows a glazed brick mural representing a Lion
on the Sacred Way leading to the Ziggurat, Babylon,




Shows a Dragon on the Ishtar Gate, with yellow
and green colors on a blue background, Babylon, 600. B.C.
Picture 12
Show the Ishtar Gate, Babylon, 600 B.C. with






















































CERAMIC MURALS IR_T: IE UNITED STATES AT THE PRESENT
AGE
History of the United States
The short title given to this greet Federal
Republic had its origin in the revolt of the British
colonies in North America, when in the Declaration
of Independence,, they described themselves as
" The
Thirteen United States of America ". So the name
United States ( used as a singular ) has become
accepted as the name of this country, and its
citizens are called
" Americans "
The native occupants of the North America were
red Indians, who were comparatively few in number,,
and except in Mexico, 'were not advanced oeyond the
savage state. The History of the United States goes
as far back as to 1492 A.D., when Columbus discovered
the New World, which he believed was the Orient.
Although he was wrong in his judgement, he had aroused
the interest and convinced the Europeans that the
wealth of the Orient could be reached by crossing the
9 Encyclopedia Britannic a Vol , XXII P. 612
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Atlantic Ocean. It was Americus Vespucius, a
floren-
tine businessman and voyager, who had realized for the
first time, tnat what Columbus had discovered was not
the Orient but an Unknown land. So the name America
took its source from Americus Vespucius.
These explorations and discoveries immediately
aroused the interest of the European nations who were
searching for means of profit. So the colonization and
settlements began in America. First the Spanish, then
the French came and settled in the southern regions of
.uoerica. It was in 1607 that the first permanent settle
ment of the British took place, in Virginia. Then the
famous " Mayflover " carrying pilgrims from England,
who were searching independence in worshipping God,
arrived at Plymouth, Massachusetts in 1620. And there
after, these transeoceanic invasions by the leading
people of the Occidental Old World, progressed slowly
through the 17th and 18th Centuries.
Most of the early settlers, who came to Aimer ica
for political, economical or religious reasons had no
special training in colonization. But their members
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had the elemental qualities of courage, resourceful
ness and co-operativeness and worked themselves out
through wilderness. The first settlement areas were
areas were along the Atlantic seaboard and tne Southern
regions, but when steam transportation on sea and
land replaced the sailing vessels and "wagons, the
frontier was swiftly carried to tne Central plains
and to the far West. The opening of the Erie Canal
and the wealthy natural mineral resources that were
found in the T"est, played a great role in this -puiek
7/estern expansion.
As years passed by, the settlers, growing in
number, in power, in economics and in culture, began
to break off from their motherland and wished to be
integrated more by themselves. The heavy taxes by the
British and other political disturbances between them
and the British, gave way to the Wars of Independence,
ending in favor of the Colonists, who freed themselves
from British power and declared themselves as
" The
Thirteen United States of America" in 1776. After this
event, more states entered into the union and the
territory of those integrated states began to enlarge.
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MURAL ART IN ERR COLONIAL DAYS
In the colonial days, we do not find great mural
works due to the struggle of settling, the conquering
of the wild regions, and the poor economic conditions.
Whatever we do find are repititions of. their former
European Art. This is because people do not axter tneir
ways of Life U[.on emigrating, out rather conduct tneir
affairs and their culture in much the same manner as
they had done in their homelands. However the brick
and tile works in the colonial days can enter into
our subject, since the definition of a mural, in its
simpler form, is a treatment of a wall.
Clay was found in many regions, so each town or
vill ge had some source of it, around or in the nearby
communities, which they moulded by hand, into a brick
shape, dried and fired them. The first buildings were
made of bricks, so whatever- nad been male was used for
tnose buildings. After serving the primary functional
purpose people began to use bricks in such a way so
s;
that an aesthetic appearance was achieved. The use
of bricks for aesthetic reasons were done by arranging
them in a pattern, mostly geometric, as seen on the
facades of the buildings. They were either glazed or
not glazed. These patterns were called English or Dutch,
oince it had been made by the colonists who followed
the rules and regulations practised in their mother
countries. Beside these patterns on the facades, we
also see moulded and glazed bricks, of flower or
geometric designs, forming a border around the houses.
Also bigger plaques of different designs were used
outside of the buildings. The brick decoration on the
inside walls of the houses were mostly used around the
fireplaces.
Tiles, which could be considered tne next early
wall decorations after bricks, were tnen used with
v-ries designs in many places. Among the early colo
nists, it was the German settlers, who came to America
after 1683, and settled in the Pennsylvania state, who
produced many interesting tiles, mostly around the
the 17th and 18th Centuries. These German settlers,
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who left their country and were away from the improve
ments that were done in their homelands, carried on tne
tile decorations in simple folkloric manner. The
paintings on those tiles -were mostly of people, flowers
and animals.
IMP0RTA:7T EVE:mTS DRSIRG 19th CE TIRY
While the arrangements of tne bricks and the
tile decorations on the walls were carx'ied on in the
same manner, many importatnt events tooK pmace which
changed and gave a more decisive path to American
History. Among many of them we shall cite few. One
important event was the invention of the cotton gin
by Eli Whitney and tnen the first opening of a textile
factory in Waltham, Massachusetts, in 1815. These
inventions helped to further the importance of industry
into American life. Beside tne quick improvements of
machines and an uprising number of factories, the
second war with the British treed the Americans from
importing foreign goods. This event increased American
production of goods.
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Another important factor was the awakening of
tu<- intelmectuals in tne middle years of the 19th
Century. It could be names as me American Renaissance,
when men with high intellect, concern and responsibi
lity began to give shape to the American mind. Among
these highly Intellectual people were Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Herman Melville, STalt
Whitman, Henry David Thoreau, Benjamin Franklin,
presidents Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson.
Their voice awenend the people to the importance
of Democracy, individualism, and to the freedom of
thought. Beside those intellects, artists who used to
go to Europe for further education, began to paint
their own country, cities and people, perhaps with
the same technique, but, with an individual touch.
After the Givil War of 1861-1865, America plunged
into an uprising history. Successive inventions in
Technology and Science took place.
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MURAL WORKS IN THE BEGINNING OF TEE 20th ClETURY
In the beginning of the 20th Century we see some
revivals in the tile works. From lS^mo onwards, we see
ornamental tiles made in factories. A.iong these facto
ries we can name a few, such as, Bennington Pottery,
Star Encaustic Tile Company, and Low Art Tile Company.
In fact John G. Low is now considered tne pioneer of
modern glazed and artistic tile work. From 1379 onwards
th- tile industry was well established in tne United
States. At the beginning of the 20th Century, Morivian
Pottery and Tile Work, at Doylestown, Pennsylvania,
began producing hand-made tiles. These tiles can be
found all over the United States in churches, in schools,
and in public and private houses. Tne themes of these
tiles were old stories from the Bible and from native
or foreign Literature. Interesting examples of these
tile works can also be found on the walls of stations,
"I ^
such as at the South Ferry Station and Columbus Circle.
As it could be understood from the above statements
tile works were done mostly in the factories by either
mass production or for personal consignments. The impor-
10 Helen Stiles Pottery in the United States P.27S
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tance of the mural work came ratner late to the United
States. Till the end of the 19th Centur.7 , architects
were filing ornamentation on tneir buildings, but the
advent of modern concrete and steel construction changed
the architectural concepts, leaving the ornaments out of
tne buildings. " Ornamentation became ^natheme to
architects, who wanted tneir buildings as plain as
possible". Also the depression years of the 1930 's and
tne war years of 1940 's brought a decline in building
construction. The art of ornament was among the first
to be cut to save the costs.
The change of architectural concepts and the diffi
cult times of the 30 's and 40 's, ,-ushed the artists to
their lonely studios. It did not charm e the idea of
painting, but the idea of mural art had undergone a
change. Artists who wanted to mo murals, but having
no special walls, began to work on small sizes and tne
murals became something like paintings, a work of art to
be hung on a wail. However, the Government, sensing the
growing gap between artists and architects, tried to
bring them together- This resulted in the "Public Works
11 Eleanor Littermann Art in Modern architecture P. 3
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of Art ?r*oject " corning into reality in 1933. 'Ahis
project, by paying salaries to the artists and allow
ing tnem to work in their own medium, and also by using
their works in the adornment of the Public buildings,
brought tne artists into cont.ct with the architects
and the public. When this troject was closed, a perma
nent section in the Treasury Deportment was established,
which encouraged the artists and initiated a series of
competitions for the Federal Buildings.
Beside the Government's efforts to bring Art into
the light, a eries of exhibitions played a great role
for the awakening in the Fields of Art, such as
" xhe
World's Fair" in 1893, in Chicago, which stimulated
mural painting and brought work to American painters
sculptors. The Armory Show in 1913, in New York, gave
more chances to the artists and also to the public
to see the modern trends in Arts that were being done
in Europe. Other fairs like the Century of Progress
Exposition in 1933 in Chicago, the World's Fair in
New Yorn in 1939-40 and the Golden Gate Centennial
in San Francisco, also played a great role in the
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fields of Art.
Resides ideas tin t were pouring into America
from Europe, an interest of earlier civilizations had
taken pl.--ce. The interest in Mayan Art, Mexican Art,
especially Mexican mural art, Spanisn, Chinese and
Japanese Art began to creap in. Arcnitects becoming
confident of their building techniques, began to
-reappraise the ._lace of Art in their buildings, .-.lso
American men and women, who had their necessities al
ready provided by the machines, began searching for that
extra thing
"
the Humanized Product". So handcraft
culture began to grow vigorously within this powerful
industrial society.
T^E CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AMERICAN ARTISTS TODAY
American artists are intellectuals who are
products of Universities, lacking a folk traditon.
They are a melting pot of many national origins. They
are aware of all ideas of the past and of the present.
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Due to transportation and publication, trends of
national arts have diminished and left itself to
individualistic arts. The artists in America are
individuals who are trying to find new aesthetic
solutions to their -work. This is easier for
American artists since they do not have heavy
conventions of traditions to be bound with. In the
olden days, ot usu-.lly took several years to be a
master in one field, but the artists of today try
several media simultaneously, and try to expand
the boundries and put more freedom to their works.
Also, the influence of the Zen pottery and of modem
painting stressed the idea of spontaneity opposing
the rigidity of the old ideas.
The Arts today are
independent-
and nonint eg rated
but they are prepared to serve and complement each other,
The basis of this relationship is orposition and not
IP
integration. ^The idea of permanence, as it was m
Egypt, and the stress of religious concepts as it was
in old days have been changed. No buildings or churches
are built today for the purpose of eternity or for
showing trie glory of their king .,
or relating the
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stories from the Bible.
Architecture hos been reduced to tne minimum
essentials, becomin_, self sufficient, expressing new
idtas of d-sthetic values or technological improve-
nents, while serving the immeadiate turt . se of housing
people, as iceas change, the old houses are broinyit
down and new ones are erected in their
L
laces. The race
of living is heightened and peOpme are on tne move.
The conclusion drawn from present day murals may
be revealed by .juoting Einstein's remark
"
a perfection
of mean, but a confusion of
aims"
marks tne state of
our time. When we look back into prehistoric times, we
see tne primitive artists at ease with his society,
in close relation with hi^ magical religion, and in
command of his materials. Shether the clay mouldings
or cave ^aihtin^s were the results of religious or
practical reason, the primitive artist was capable in
holding a mirror to the essential feelings, thought,
and state of his time. When we looked back into tne
Mesopotamian civilization, we again discover that the
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artist -was in the same condition. xhey all rep
resented and gave the most important aspects of tneir
culture. We a^so discover clay murals were in close
relation with the architecture of their times. Tne
zi_gurnts -which -were built as a ladder to facilitate
t..^ descent of their Gods and as a nou*e for wor
shipping, had been adorned with clay nuralo which
clarifies the idea by its representational figures of
Gods and religous stories. Palaces wnich were built
for the sovereign had been again adorned by c^oy
murals shoeing the gp-mndeur and the deens of their
sovereign. These murals were carried with tne most
characteristic material of their lands: cioy.
When the idea of murals shifted into other coun
tries, we see the same basic character: rcnderin0 -worms
of Art -which
goes'
hand in hand with, and puts mirror to,
their cultures. In Asia Minor, ./here religion had
forbidden representational for, the became decorative.
The religious places, palaces, and private nouses /ere
then decorated with tiles of decorative quality. Beside
their aesthetic aspect, they went hand in hand with
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architecture, by controlling the cold and hot
weather, and by diffusing the li_ht which entered
through smsmw windo ;s and reflected onto tne glazed
tiles, and illuminated the interiors of the buildings,
oo tne idea of mur
is,
"/nether of clay or of other
materials, in other coutries worked tneir way in the
same manner.
At our Age, due to Science and mechanization,
we have at our command tvery material that we can
demand. This is not the only change. xhe pace
of"
our
living, the structure of our societies, and our aestht
tic values have all undergone a change. Now let us
examine tnose changes one by one:
a) Due to the facilities of transportation, we do
not stay at one place like in the olden days, wnen
travelling was difficult, dangerous and long. For us
a country in Europe is as near as a town in our
neighbourhood.We do not possess long enough, as an
individual, to staump our character on it or to have
murals made on our walls.
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b) Artists today are no longer a group of people
working for one idea, like in the olden days. We are
individualistic; most of the time we corry a project
by ourselves from the beginning to the end, or else
with very little help. This efiects the end price
of his work and make it expensive.
c) In the olden days, when labor was cheap or next
to nothing, it was inexpensive to build monumental
murals. But nowadays, labor is very expensive. It costs
too much money. Art work comes into the building after
it is fiiiished or nearly finished, according to how
much money is left or could be afforded. In feet, tne
United States Government has agreed on 1% of the actual
cost of a building to be put into the wornds of Art.
This effects the works of Art in many ways. First of
ail, the artist comes to the building in its later stage
of development. He is not in close contact with the
philosophy of the architect. He has a given place
where he is
going
to but his work. The artist does not
have a chance to express his feelings about where his
mural will be placed.
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c) The concept of Architecture has undergone a
great change. In olden days there were one or two
exceptionally genius architects who became tne
chief architects of the country at that time. They
hed many artists or chief craftsmen wording under
guidance to execute the buildings. But. at present,
a genius architect is a man wno wants to design
the buildings up to its minor points. Examples of
this would be Le Corbusier, Frank L. Wright, Nervi,
Gaudi and many others. The architecture is not an
ornamented building any more: it is more or less a
sculpture. The technological improvements enabled
architects to carry out very complex ileas. In
ancient times, the cone mosaics, tiles, ornamented
columns or other ornamental things all had functional
purposes, such as 'protection against weather or for
support or distribute the weight, but now there is
no necessity for this. Architecture became sufficient
in itself without the help of ornamentation, even
becoming an anathema. Eies Van ^er Rohe's remark
" Less is more " became an accepted approach in archi
tecture.
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All these changes effected the mode, tne manner,
the design, the theme, and tne tecuni-ue of the present
day murals. Since they have no functional purpose, tney
have become an ornamentation which is added afterwards to
tne buildings. The sizes of the murals became smaller,
a.mi sometimes it is hard to seoerate a mural from an
easel painting. However the size of the mural does not
effect its quality, if it adds sjmetuing to th building.
Though, it seems to tne writer, that rauramists suouid
come to the buimding at an earlier stage, so tnat the
architect and the artist understand each other's ideas
and purposes, and through this understandinp,, murals
of monumental cpuality, showing the phiiosopup, the
technology and the feelings of the period , tne society
and the individuals, will be moulded into reality.
ERPE.dRLmS OF TnE CE^oEIC MITELS IE THE IMIEE^ cRaI^S
Tne United States is a very large country where
thousands of artists are working in clay or in other
medias. In order to give an exact mirror of the present
clay murals, a longer time and a good deal of travelling
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is necessary. However, we shall cnoose some of the
murals with different characteristics ana techniques,
in order to give an overall aspect.
a) Mosaic murals:
These are done by putting together small pieces
of clay of different colors ano textures, according to
the artist's desipn. The clay mosaics can be bought
from the factories or can be made by hand by simply
cutting"
the clay plaques into regular or irregular
snapes. Small pieces of other materials are also used
among the clay mosaics for an effect. The theme of these
mosaic murals re representational or abstract according
to the artist.
b) Bigger plaques:
These are made by putting the design over a flat
piece of clay, and then tracing the design on to the clay,
Then the pieces are cut. The pieces may remain flat or
small pieces of clay m^y be added to it for texture,
Then they are fired, they may be glazed or not glazed.
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c) Moulded Murals:
The,se cmi be either small moulded murals attached
to the wall or a bigger size covering the wnole wail.
They can be moulded and carved or they can be moulded
and used as mould to pour the actual piece.
*
d) Free forms:
Irregular shapes of clay attached to each other
according to the design, to give a kind of abstract
relief.
The following pictures will snow of some of the
well known artists' murals done in clay, glazed or not
glazed. They will give a better idea of tne state of
the murals than words.
Picture 13
Ceramic mural by Olin Russum at the Jewish Community
Center, Baltimore, Maryland.
Picture 14
Clay mural enriched with puddle glazes, done by
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Secrest Brothers, at Mid town Plaza, Rochester,new fork.
Picture 15
A moulded panel in clay by Rudy Autio,
Picture 16
Three ceramic murals by Rudy Autio.
Picture 17
a ceramic mural by John Mason.
Picture 13
Detail of the above mural,
Picture 19
Three ceramic murals in free forms done by John Mason
Picture 20
A ceramic mural by John Mason
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Picture 21
A ceramic mural by John ^ason.
Picture 22
Four panel in clay by John iviason
Picture 23
A ceramic panel by Frans wildenhain
Picture 24
Detail of the above panel.
Picture 25







Strasenburgh laboratories, Rochester, New York, done
by j?rans Wildenhain.
Picture 26
A partial view of the 208 foot long cer mic mural
for the National Library of Medicine,Bethesda, Maryland,
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CONCLUSION
This Thesis, which is a brief outlook into
the cremaic murals done in prehistoric times, in
Mesopotamia and in the United States, has been
written with the hope of arousing interest among
future readers, and of establishing material for
further studies. A study of this kind, like any
other study, is not an ultimate end in itself,
but rather an assemblage of studies, perceptions
and thought, and the beginning for further studies,
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